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Abstract

Sequences of events describing the behavior and
actions of users or systems can be collected in sev-
eral domains. An episode is a collection of events
that occurs relatively close to each other in a given
partial order. Also, chronicles are a special type of
temporal patterns, where temporal orders of events
are quantified with numerical bounds and reflect
the temporal evolution of the system over the time.
In this paper, the problem of finding rules for de-
scribing or predicting the behavior of the sequences
with the intention of characterizing some interest-
ing tasks is considered. Obtaining these patterns is
the main objective of this work, where an automatic
method to learn relevant and discriminating chron-
icles is proposed. The method extends existing al-
gorithms that have been proposed to find frequent
episodes/chronicles in a single event sequence to
the case of multiple sequences.

1 Introduction

In some application areas of knowledge like data mining or
machine learning, the data to be analyzed is made up of a se-
quence of events. So, the data can be viewed as a sequence
of events, where each event has an associated time of occur-
rence. An example of an event sequence is shown in Figure
1. Here A to F are events and they are represented on a time
line. In the last years, there have been many authors inter-
est in knowledge discovery from sequential data [Dousson et
al., 2008; Le Guillou et al., 2008; Pencolé and Subias, 2009;
Bertrand et al., 2009; Saddem et al., 2010; Bauer et al., 2011]
because the technology have been applied in a lot of areas.

Analysing human activities is required in many domains,
like ergonomics, safety diagnosis, process design, and more
generally for understanding cognitive and social processes.
In this article, we propose an approach to support the process
of activity analysis with the help of interactive discovery of
temporal patterns named chronicles.

The first task for describing the behavior of systems from
sequences of events is to find frequent episodes, i.e., collec-
tions of events occurring frequently together. In the Figure 1,
the event E is followed by F several times and it is an episode,

and ordered set of events. From the same sequence in the fig-
ure, the observation that whenever A and B occur, in either
order, C occurs soon can be done.

Taking into account the last definition, a set of maximum
episode rules can be obtained from a event sequence. The
main motivation of this paper is to find a minimal set of rules
from some event sequences. This set must contain the maxi-
mum episode rules that have been found in all sequences, i.e.
the set is an intersection of the set of each one.

In this paper the following problem is considered. Given
some input sequences of events, find all episodes that occur
frequently in all sequences. To achieve this goal some ex-
tended techniques from [Mannila et al., 1997], [Mannila and
Ronkainen, 1997] and [Cram et al., 2011] are proposed.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: first, the
main problem and the motivation of this paper are presented
in Section 2. Later, the definition of the problem is presented
in Section 3 to establish the notation of the rest of the paper.
In Section 4, the existing algorithms to discover chronicles in
a sequence are explained. Section 5 contains the Mannila’s
approach to get chronicles and Section 6 presents a method-
ology to discover chronicles that must be exist in all event
sequences. Section 7 reports the obtained results of apply-
ing the methodology. The paper is finally concluded with a
summary of the most important points in Section 8.

2 Problem and motivation

This work aims to reach an estimation of the state of a net-
work from chronicle recognition. The chronicles describe be-
haviors or situations to be recognized from temporal patterns.

The main difficulty of this approach focuses on how to
develop chronicles. One of the possible solutions can be
obtained from learning, so in this paper, one of the princi-
pal chronicle learning approaches existing in the literature is
studied. From this approach, a solution to the problem of
the adaptation of the communication protocols is proposed.
These problems can be network congestions or packet loss.
These patterns are based on generated signals from routers.

3 Definitions

An input as a sequence of events is considered where each
event has a tag and a time stamp represented by an integer.
Given a set E of event types, an event e is a pair (A, t) where



Figure 1: A sequence of events

A ∈ E is an event type and t is the time of the event.

e = (A, t | A ∈ E)

A sequence s is a list of events between an interval of time
stamps

s(Ts, Te) = 〈(A1, t1), (A2, t2), . . . , (An, tn)〉 (1)

where
Ai ∈ E, ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , n

ti ≤ ti+1, ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , n

Ts ≤ ti < Te, ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , n

A event sequence s(29, 68) is represented in Figure 1.

s(29, 68) =〈(E, 31), (D, 32), (F, 33), (A, 35), (B, 37),

(C, 38), . . . , (D, 67)〉

A window ω on a sequence is defined as a set of events
between an interval of time stamps

ω(ts, te) = {(A, t) ∈ s | ts ≤ t < te} (2)

where ts < Te and te > Ts.
Also, two windows ωa and ωb are similar if |ωa| = |ωa|

and |(Ai, ti)| = |(Aj , tj)| where Ai = Aj , ∀Ai ∈ ωa, ∀Aj ∈
ωb.

A width can be defined as the difference between two time
stamps. In Figure 1, the width of the sequence is the differ-
ence between the start time stamp and the end time stamp:

width(s) = Te − Ts = 68− 29 = 39

Also, the width of a window ω can be defined as
width(ω) = te − ts.

Now, from 1 and 2, the set of all windows with the same
width in a sequence is represented below:

W(s, win) = {ω(ts, te) ∈ s | width(ω) = win}

For example, in Figure 1, the number of windows with
the width equals to 5 is 43, |W(s, 5)| = 43, and (∅, 25, 30)
and (〈(D, 67)〉, 25, 30) are the first and the last windows of
W(s, 5).

Finally, an episode α is a set of nodes with a partial order
and a relation between them:

α = (V,≤, g : V → E)

Also, an episode β is a subepisode of α if the following
conditions are fullfiled:

β = (V ′,≤′, g′ : V ′ → E) ! α = (V,≤, g : V → E) (3)

∃f : V ′ → V | g′(ν) = g(f(ν)), ∀ν ∈ V ′

ν ≤′ ̟, ∀ν,̟ ∈ V ′

f(ν) ≤ f(̟), ∀ν,̟ ∈ V ′

In the other hand, an episode α is a superepisode of β, if
and only if β ! α.

From 3, an episode rule is defined as β ⇒ α if β ! α.
In Figure 2, α, β and γ are episodes and γ is a subepisode

of β.

Figure 2: Three different episodes

4 State of the art on discovering chronicles

[Dousson and Ghallab, 1994] defines chronicle as a temporal
pattern intended to represent a pattern of evolution of a sys-
tem, it is mainly composed of a set of events and temporal
constraints between their dates of occurrences. A chronicle
C is presented as C = S, T where S represents all the events
and T represents all the constraints.

In Figure 3, the e3 event occurs between 3 and 6 time units
after the e1 event or between 3 and 9 time units after the e2
event. This chronicle is represented below:

C = {S, T}

S = {e1, e2, e3}

T = {t1 < t3∧ t2 < t3 | 3 ≤ t3− t1 ≤ 6∧3 ≤ t3− t2 ≤ 9}

Some considerations are needed to taking into account to
recognize a chronicle:

i A set of dated events: this set is the input of the recognition
system.

ii A set of constraints: these constraints are time intervals
between the dates of occurrences of events.

iii A set of formulas or a general scheme: it is the chronic
patterns without considering timing constraints between
their dates of occurrence.

Recognizing is to explain the input events (i) using the tem-
poral patterns (iii) while respecting the constraints of the field
(ii). So, a chronicle is a set of constraints on events with their
dates of occurrence, where each characteristic of a chronicle
situation is based on the observed consequences.

In our context, an abnormal communication system is char-
acterized by a set of chronicles, where each chronicle de-
scribes the situation of interest according to the evolution of
the system. For example, a situation of data loss has many
causes, such as network congestion, loss of connectivity or
changing access interface. Each of these situations or states
must be represented by at least one chronicle.
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Figure 3: A chronicle with three events

5 Mannila’s approach

Mannila’s approach finds all episodes that occur frequently in
a event sequence. It is based on the idea of first finding small
frequent episodes and then progressively looking for larger
frequent episodes.

Apart from the definitions in Section 3, Mannila defines
the frequency fr of an episode as the fraction of windows in
which the episode occurs. That is, given an event sequence s
and a window width win, the frequency of an episode α in s
is

fr(α, s, win) =
|w ∈ W(s, win) | α occurs in w|

|W(s, win)|

Furthermore, α is frequent if fr(α, s, win) ≥ min fr
where min fr is a frequency threshold.

The main objective is to discover all frequent episodes
from a set of episodes. Mannila denotes the collection of
frequent episodes with respect to s, win and min fr by
F(s, win,min fr).

From episode rule, the confidence is defined as fr(γ,s,win)
fr(β,s,win) .

The next Mannila algorithm describes how rules and
their confidences can be computed from the frequencies of
episodes where the input is a set E of event types, a sequence
s, a set of E of episodes, a window width win, a frequency
threshold min fr and a confidence threshold min conf ; and
the output is the episode rules that hold in s with respect to
win, min fr and min conf .

/* Find frequent episodes */

compute F(s, win, min fr)

/* Generate rules */

for all α ∈ F(s, win, min fr) do

for all β ≺ α do

if fr(α) / fr(β) ≥ min conf then

output the rule β → α and

the confidence fr(α) / fr(β);

6 Discovering episodes common to several

sequences

In this section, a methodology to discover episodes in some
sequences is developed. It is based on Mannila’s approach
because it finds the episode with the maximum width that oc-
curs in all sequences.

The similarity between two windows is necessary to un-
derstand the developed approach. Two windows are similar if
the number of all existing event types in the windows is equal.
For example, in the next sequences, the windows ω(0, 2) over
sequences s1 and s2 are not similar, but ω(1, 4) yes.

s1 = 〈(A, 0), (B, 1), (B, 2), (C, 3), (C, 4), (B, 5), (D, 6)〉

s2 = 〈(A, 0), (C, 1), (B, 2), (C, 3), (B, 4), (B, 5), (D, 7)〉

s3 = 〈(A, 1), (B, 2), (B, 3), (C, 4), (C, 6), (D, 8)〉

Let S a set of sequences, l an integer and W a set of
episodes.

/* Set variables */

S = {s1, s2, . . . , sn};
l = min{width(s1), width(s2), . . . , width(sn)};
W = ∅;

/* Get maximum similar windows */

while |W | = 0 and l > 0 do

W = {ω(ts, te) ∈ s | ∀s ∈ S, width(ω) = l};
l = l − 1;

if |W | = 0 then

there is not a common episode

else

/* Construct chronicle */

k = width(ω0);
nodes = ∅;

while k > 0 do

nodes = ∅;

for all ω ∈ W do

nodes = nodes ∩ event(ω, k);

episode = episode ∩ nodes;
k = k − 1;

In the above code, nodes = nodes ∩ event(ω, k) adds
events to existing in serial and episode = episode ∩ nodes
adds events to existing in parallel. Furthermore, event(ω, k)
gets the event in the ith position.

Note that the time constraints between two related events is
the minimum between all similar pairs of events in the same
position.

7 Experimentation

The algorithm does not been applied over a real data set, but
it has been proven over the sequences s1, s2 and s3 in Section
6.

The maximum similar windows are below:

ω1(0, 4) = {(A, 0), (B, 1), (B, 2), (C, 3), (C, 4)}

ω2(0, 4) = {(A, 0), (C, 1), (B, 2), (C, 3), (B, 4)}

ω3(1, 6) = {(A, 1), (B, 2), (B, 3), (C, 4), (C, 6)}

Finally, the chronicle can be viewed in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: The generated chronicle

8 Conclusions

We have studied a method to find all episodes that occur fre-
quently in a event sequence, Mannila’s approach, whose ob-
jective is to find small frequent episodes at first and then pro-
gressively looking for larger frequent episodes. After that, we
have developed a methodology to discover episodes in some
sequences based on Mannila’s approach. Thus, a new similar-
ity between two windows has been defined to determine the
maximum chronicle. To test the development of the method-
ology, it has been applied to three sample sequences to obtain
the maximum common chronicle. Nevertheless, we think that
this approach can be satisfactorily applied to data sets that it
is the next step to complement this development.
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